DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY

D.H.S.

TERRORIST WATCH LIST SCAM

THOUSANDS OF INNOCENT PEOPLE PUT ON WATCH LIST WITH NO VETTING AT ALL, JUST GOOD OL’ BOY SAY-SO

CHAIN OF COMMAND & PYRAMID SCHEME PARTICIPANTS ARE:

DHS / FBI / FUSION CENTERS / CIVILIAN VIGILANTES (NEIGHBORHOOD NAZIS such as INFRAGARD)

REAL PURPOSE:

- STEALING TAX PAYER MONIES FOR FALSIFIED TERRORIST NUMBERS;
- HUMAN TRAFFICKING: SELLING INHUMANE, NONCONSENSUAL KILL CONTRACTS ON VICTIMS TO MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX;
- MURDER OF WATCH LISTED INNOCENT CITIZENS FROM TORTUROUS EXPERIMENTS,
- ID THEFT * LIFE INSURANCE FRAUD * TRUST FUND FRAUD* JOINT PROPERTY PURCHASES FRAUD THAT PAY OFF GHOST PARTNERS UPON DEATH (MURDER)

TACTICS:

- BLANKETING AREA WITH FALSE AND VICIOUS SLANDER & LIBEL OF TARGETED INDIVIDUAL (TI);
- MULTI-PERSON PAID RELAY-STYLE STALKING HARASSMENT 24/7;
- HOME BREAK-INS;
- PET THEFTS/MUTILATIONS/MURDERS;
- GASSING, POISONING, REWIRING SMART METERS TO KILL, USING HIGH TECH COVERT WEAPONS, SUCH AS DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS;
- COVERTLY IMPLANTING VICTIMS WITH CHIPS TO FACILITATE TARGETING

POLICE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE TOLD TO BUTT OUT OF SANCTIONED FEDERAL PROGRAM OR PARTICIPATE (THOUGH ENTIRELY UNCONSTITUTIONAL)

VICTIMS ARE FALSELY LABELLED MENTALLY ILL AND THEIR PLEAS FOR EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW ARE DISMISSED AND MOCKED

VICTIMS END UP WRONGFULLY MURDERED, INCARCERATED, OR COMMITTED.
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